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� Economic decline ensued after the construction 
of Interstates 75/85 and 20; businesses relocated 
to the northern suburbs; NPU-V’s economic 
infrastructure has yet to recover

� As a result 1,296 properties are vacant the 
equivalent of 42% of total properties (Oct. 2006)

� Currently, 66% of residents earn less than 
25,000/year

� According to the 1990-2000 U.S Census, NPU-V’s 
unemployment rate was 20%; recent (unofficial) 
data shows a similar rate.

� 29% of household headed by a single parent 



Dirty Truth Campaign is a 
grassroots organization 
based in NPU-V,  which  
advocates for:

� Demolition or rehabilitation 
of NPU-V’s nuisance 
properties

� Affordable permanent 
housing for our most 
vulnerable residents

� A community free of 
excessive trash and blight            

� For more information go to 
www.dirtytruth.org



• ECO-Action facilitates the Grassroots Environmental 
Network & provides training in community 
organizing, capacity building, and leadership 
development, which helps ensure sustainability

• The work is based on the intersection of three things:
– Threats to human health

– Environmental degradation

– Social injustice 

• The Mission: Promoting a safe and healthy 
environment by helping Georgia communities 
organize to confront environmental health threats





� a community–based environmental health collaborative of
residents, community-based organizations, neighborhood 
groups, governmental agencies, businesses and other 
stakeholders in Neighborhood Planning Unit-V (NPU-V)

� funded by the Federal Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) through its CARE (Community Action for a Renewed 
Environment) program through a cooperative agreement 
with Environmental Community Action Inc. (ECO-Action)

� Convened and facilitated by ECO-Action (www.eco-act.org) 
in collaboration with other partners (www.dirtytruth.org).  





�Water quality

�Waste, trash, illegal 

dumping

� Tree preservation

� Brownfields

�Vacant properties

� Toxic mold (housing)

�Cancer

�Outdoor air pollution

�Drugs and crime

�Child safety

� Lack of recycling

�Abandoned 

buildings



�Contaminated sites

• Brownfields

• RCRA

�Air pollutants

�Housing and built 

environment



�U.S. Plating

• Soil and groundwater 

contaminated with 

metals

� Former Stewart 

Avenue Substation

• Soil contaminated with 

lead and PCBs



� 950 sites identified in 

City

� Potential 

environmental 

contamination

�Economic 

development

�Community 

development



� 30-acre unused site 

(Brownfield)

� Former trucking 

operation

� Lead, asbestos in 

abandoned buildings

�USTs, possible 

groundwater and soil 

contamination



� Tremendous 

redevelopment 

potential

�Annie E. Casey 

Foundation effort to 

improve community 

in concert with site 

plans



� Tap onto the power of your partnerships 

� You need the full cooperation of the owner of a 

brownfield property to seek brownfield money 

� Opportunity for teachers and young people to 

learn about placed-based environmental 

� Opportunity for Renewal and Revitalization


